
GET ON BOARD! 

TAKE   ADVANTAGE  
OF OUR  EXPERTISE :

•   Provider of individual truck components (chassis, rail gear, loaders, 
magnets, custom bodies/beds) or a complete turnkey hi-rail truck.

•   Our truck or yours—as a Mack, Ford and UD dealer, we can locate 
a chassis for you, new or used.

•  DMF Certified.  

•  Best-in-field SERCO or KESLA loader installation.

•   Distributor and authorized service center for Sieb, Moley and Ohio magnets.

•   Competitive Financing—we use multiple, honorable finance sources to help you secure financing.

•   Is SAFETY important to you? Every Scaffidi installation comes with applicable railroad safety endorsements, 
and a certification that your loader is legally compatible with your chassis.

•   Operator Training—at delivery, we provide all applicable manuals, a loader safety DVD, and hands-on training  
for your operator(s).

•   Parts & Service Convenience—take advantage of SAME DAY or OVERNIGHT PARTS availability.  Trouble shooting 
a hydraulics problem? Call our toll-free Hydraulics Help Line: 800-472-2352.

ADVANTAGE – MACK TRUCKS
“Built like a Mack truck” is an expression used around the 
world! On every continent Mack trucks perform the most  
demanding duties, haul the heaviest loads and last five to 
eight years longer than the competition. 

When it comes to the most advanced engines, electronics, 
chassis and cab configurations, Mack truck is the runaway 
leader. The first engine manufacturer to be 2007-2010 EPA 
“Emissions Compliant,” Mack engineered the Granite GU813 
chassis that allows rail gear to be mounted behind the cab 
on the frame—with no costly modifications to the DPF or 
SCR units. Others have emissions equipments mounted  
in the area, restricting the truck to front rail gear only.

FRAMES
Mack trucks have the strongest frame in the truck industry, with three progressive frame offerings. Choose from 
single heavy frames, double and triple frames, with RBM ratings to 5,000,000 inch lbs.

ENGINES
The Mack 3-engine 
series includes the 
700 cubic inch (11 
Liter MP7), 800 cubic 
inch (13 Liter MP8) 
and 1000 cubic inch 
(16 Liter MP10). Horse 
power ratings range 
from 300-605hp, with 
powertrains versatile 
enough to cover all 
highway and the 
toughest of vocational 
applications.

SINGLE ELEMENT: Consists of the main frame only, 
with no frame reinforcement.

TWO ELEMENT: Consists of the main frame and  
a single inside channel frame reinforcement.

THREE ELEMENT: Consists of the main frame and two 
frame reinforcements, a single inside and outside

TRANSMISSIONS
The only “shift-on-the-go-in reverse” transmission on the market, Mack’s proprietary T-310-M option lets you 
progressively shift with 5 reverse gears, just as you would shift forward. A top speed of 30MPH can be achieved 
in reverse with this option. This is a fully synchronized transmission. Compare this with other 
transmissions where your only options are “too slow” or “too fast.” The danger of losing a 
reverse gear is gone, as is the danger of stalling on the track. 

Mack transmissions complement the power and efficiency of the Mack E-Tech engine. The 
legendary triple countershaft design of the T200 series was specifically created to meet the 
needs of rugged service. Triple countershaft construction results in a short, compact design 
with the highest torque capacity per pound. While the countershafts and main shafts are fixed, 
the main shaft gears are “allowed” to float around the main shaft and seek their own center 
for uniform load distribution.

POWER TAKE OFF UNITS
Only a Mack transmission can power up to 4 power take off units at one time— 
with a 5th off the engine’s front hub! In addition, Mack has a REPTO (Rear Engine 
Power Take Off) unit. The unit is located at the engine’s rear gear train, at the 1:00 
O’clock position, and allows for constant or intermittent usage.

SUSPENSION FOR RAIL SERVICE, CARRIERS
Mack’s single-point CAMELBACK suspension for rail service 
perfectly balances the truck, empty or loaded. Therefore, the 
tractive effort of the rail gear remains constant over the life 
of the truck. This suspension increases tire and rail gear 
alignment life, while decreasing rail gear maintenance expense.

ELECTRONICS
Mack trucks come standard with “Deutsch Connectors,” rated at 35 amp service per 
circuit, and have two independent plugs, one with 17 pins and another with 29 pin 
service. This unique electronic connector allows any and all electrical connections to  
come to a central location for service on a “plug and play” basis. Rail gear, hydraulic  
loader and controller connections can all come to these connectors and a serviceable  
wire loom can be utilized. Mack has also engineered a floor “pass through” so there 
is never a need to breach the fire wall or add wire that is not hard-wired through an 
industry connector bulk head fitting. All circuits have independent protection with 
breakers and/or fuses that are easy to locate and maintain.23
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ADVANTAGE – HYDRAULIC LOADERS
Scaffidi Truck Centers is a franchised sales and service dealer for 
both Serco and Kesla loaders. Our loader offerings allow lifting  
capacities from 4,500 lbs to 24,000 lbs at 10 feet. Serco’s 8500 series 
loader is a rail truck favorite, with a boom reach to 28 feet. The 8500 
offers many custom built features for elevators to pass through  
the tower, allowing plate machines to work with the loader. 

Magnet hooks, quick-disconnect pins (reduce change out time from 
grapple to magnet) and hydraulic quick couplers are designed to  
allow the operator maximum “track time.”

ADVANTAGE – BODIES & BEDS
Rail bodies are built to your specifications by 
long-time partner Great Lakes Manufacturing.  
Bodies can be configured with rail bearing,  
anti-slip head boards, magnet pockets, drop  
ladders, lighting, adjustable side boards, covered  
deck plating, pintle plates, receiver hitches,  
air/electric connections and more.

ADVANTAGE – MAGNETICS
Whether your truck requires PTO driven, generator, or intermittent service  
“generator/converter” magnetics, Scaffidi has the partners and resources  
to suit your needs and lifting requirements. We represent Seib, Moley, and  
Ohio Magnetics. 

 1/4 cord butt 1/4 cord bypass 1/4 cord combo railroad grapple

 Easy-Fill Hydraulic Oil Tank 4-Fan Hydraulic Oil Cooler Outrigger Pad Modified to fit RR Ties Receiver Hitch Mounted on Front Bumper

ADVANTAGE – REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Scaffidi offers the DMF drive system, or the Poclain “Creep Drive” system. Our trained technicians typically install the control  

on the loader tower, to best facilitate your operator’s work space and to promote productivity while on the rail.

ADVANTAGE – CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS
We can be flexible when it comes to reducing your capitol expense. Ask Scaffidi about retrofitting existing trucks  

with any of our equipment, trading out loaders, quoting repairs, modifications or other equipment needs. 

1017 N. Fourth Street, P.O. Box 218, Tomahawk, WI 54487

201 Green Avenue North, P.O. Box 48, Stevens Point, WI 54481

Whether you need a complete hi-rail truck “from the ground up,” or repairs and modifications to your existing fleet, 
Scaffidi Truck Centers are your industry experts. Our Stevens Point, WI location is open 24 hours,  

and Tomahawk, WI location is open from 7:00 am to Midnight.

Additionally, as your Mack Truck dealer, you engage with some of the finest reputations for having the parts you  
need and getting you running fast. The Mack “One Call” 24/7 system has someone standing by to assist you  

if trouble arises—in every state in the US, Canada, and 43 other countries throughout the world.

Don’t get derailed!
Call to discuss your needs or to schedule an appointment today!

Toll Free: 800-472-2352 • Local Phone: 715-453-7028
Email: railtruck@scaffidi.com


